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Abstract 
Du, D.Z. and F.K. Hwang, Competitive group testing, Discrete Applied Mathematics 45 (1993) 221l 
232. 
Let M,(n,d) denote the maximum number of group tests for a group testing algorithm A to identify d 
defectives from a set of n items when d is known, and let M,(nld) denote the number when d is unknown, 
Define M(n,R = mm, Ma(n,d). An algorithm A is called a competitive algorithm if there exist constants 
c and a such that for all n > d 2 0, M,(nld) 5 cM(n,d) + a. In this paper, we present some competitive 
group testing algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a set of n items. Some items are defective and othere are good. The 
problem is to identify them by a sequence of tests. Each test is on a subset of items, 
which tells us whether the subset contains a defective item or not. In the former case, 
the subset is said to be contaminated and in the latter case, the subset is said to be 
pure. In the literature, there are two basic models. 
(1) Suppose that there are exactly d defectives. Let MA(n,d) denote the maxi- 
mum number of tests required by a group testing algorithm A to identify all d defec- 
tive items with d known. Define 
M(n, d) = min M,(n, d). 
A 
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Find A which achieves M(n, d). 
(2) Suppose that each item independently has a probability p of being defective. 
Let E(n,p) denote the expected number of tests for a group testing algorithm A to 
identify all defective items with p known. Define 
E(n, PI = ml” EA (n, P) . 
Find A which achieves E(n,p). 
However, in practice, we may have no information about defective items, that is, 
we know neither d nor p. In this case, how do we choose an algorithm? 
An idea originated from studying on-line algorithms [9] is as follows: Let M,(n 1 d) 
denote the number of tests required by the algorithm A when the unknown number 
of defectives is d. Suppose that there are two constants c and u and an algorithm A 
such that for all n >d> 0, MA(n ( d) 5 cM(n, d) + a. Such an algorithm A is called 
a competitive algorithm. The constant c is called a competitive constant for the 
algorithm A. A competitive algorithm with a small competitive constant implies a 
universally acceptable performance regardless of the value of d. In this paper we 
show that such competitive algorithms exist for group testing. 
2. Some preliminary results 
Let [xl denote the smallest integer not less than x. 
Lemma 2.1. For OsdsQn where O<@<l, 
M(n, d) 2 d log2 :+ log,(e fi) 
> 
- 0.5 log, d- 2. 
Proof. The lemma is trivially true for d= 0. For dr 1, there are (:) choices of d 
defectives among n items. Each test divides those samples into two sets. Thus, for 
any algorithm, there is a sample requiring at least rlog,($)l tests. Since n/d< 
(n- i)/(d- i) for O<i<d, (s)~(n/d)~ and M(n,d)rdlog,(n/d). Now, for 0< 
dien, a more detailed analysis yields a stronger result. By Stirling’s formula [lo], 
n 
0 li d = la&-d) (f)d (6$~-dexP(-&w 12(n1-d)) 
> _$ (;)” [(I +L_~-d)‘d+o~5]d (2_)old 
1 n d -- 
>4l/;i d 0 
(e I/1-e)“. 
Thus, 
M(n, d) L log2 
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The following result was proved in [3]. 
Lemma 2.2. M(n,d)=n-1 for l<n/d521/8. 
We will use rooted binary trees where each node has zero or two children to 
analyze group testing algorithms. So let us review some facts about these trees. Let 
T, denote such a tree with n leaves and let I(T,) denote the number of internal 
nodes. It is well known 
Lemma 2.3. I(T,) = n - 1. 
Let rX1 denote the smallest integer zx and let LxJ denote the largest integer _cx. 
We will also adopt the convention that for a lower-case symbol a, the corresponding 
upper-case symbol has value A = [log, al. 
For a node v of T, let w(v), called the weight of v, denote the number of leaves 
in the subtree rooted at v. We also say that the root is at level 0 and a node I 
links away from the root is at level 1. The root has weight n. T, is called a canonical 
tree if the weight w of an internal node is divided into its two sons by the following 
rule:For2W-‘<w~3.2W-2thedivisionis2W-2and ~-2~~~; for3.2W-2<~I 
2w the division is 2w-’ and ~-2~~‘. 
Lemma 2.4. A canonical tree has N+ 1 levels, has 2N- n leaves at level N- 1 and 
2n - 2N leaves at level N. 
Proof. Since there does not exist a power of 2 lying strictly between the weights of 
the two sons, a canonical tree is a balanced tree in which the levels of two leaves can 
differ by at most 1. The first statement follows immediately. It is easily seen that 
levels 0 1 , ,..., N- 2 have only internal nodes. So there is a total of 2N-1 - 1 internal 
nodes at these levels. Therefore level N- 1 has n - 1 - (2N-1 - 1) = n - 2NP1 internal 
nodes and 2N-‘-(n-2Np1)=2N- 1 n eaves. Finally, level N has n -(2N- n) = 
2n - 2N leaves. 0 
Let b(l, n) denote the number of nodes at level I whose weights do not exceed 
2N-l-1 
Lemma 2.5. b(l, n) = L(2N- n)/2N-‘-‘] for a canonical tree. 
Proof. The lemma is trivially true for N= 1, and for I= 0 and all N. We prove the 
general N case by induction. Suppose that 2N-i <n I 3 . 2N-2. Then the division of 
n is into 2N-2 and n-2N-2. The subtree with 2N-2 leaves contributes 2’-’ nodes 
towards the counting of b(l,n). Hence 
b(l, n) = 2’-‘+ b(l- 1, n - 2N-2) 
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Next suppose 3 . 2N-2 < n 5 2N. Then the division of n is into 2N-1 and n - 2N-1. 
The subtree with 2N-1 leaves contributes nothing towards b(l,n). Hence 
ZI(~, n) = b(l- 1, n - 2N-1) 
2N-l-(,-2+1) 
= 
2(N-1)-(/-1)-l 
J 
Define N’= N- log, n. Then OsN’< 1. 
Corollary 2.6. For -log,(l - 2-7 > N’z -log,(l -2-a-1), b(l, n)r 2’-‘. 
Proof. 
2N- n 
---= 
2N-l-l 
2’f’(l-2-N’) 5 2’+‘(1 _(I -2-a-l)) =21-a* q 
A d-restricted tree is obtained from a balanced T, by the following operation: 
Whenever a level contains x>d internal nodes, x-d of them will be changed to 
leaves. Again, define D’=D-log, d. Then O<D’< 1. 
Lemma2.7. Let T, bed-restricted. Then I(T,)=2D-1+(N-d-l)d+min{d,n-2N-1}. 
Proof. There are 2’ internal nodes at level 1 for 0 I II D - 1, d internal nodes for 
DII~N-2, and min{d,n-2N-1} for I=N-1. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that n - 2N-1 > Ad for 0 rL I 1. Then 
Z(T,) < -1 + d{log,(n/d) + 2 + log2(l -Ad/n)}. 
Proof. II - 2N-1 > Ad implies N< 1 + log2(n - Ad) or N< 1 + log, n + log-J1 -Ad/n). 
Thus 
Z(T,)<2D-1+(N-D)d 
= -1 +d{2D’+l +log2n+log2(l -Ad/n)-log,d-D’} 
< -1 + d(log,(n/d) + 2 + log,(l -Id/n)}, 
since 2O’ -D’ is convex in D’ and achieves maximum value 1 at D’= 0 or 1. 0 
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Corollary 2.9. Suppose that n - 2N- 1 I Id. Then 
I(T,) < -1 +d{log,(n/d)+l +A}. 
Proof. 
I(T,J~2D-1+(N-D-l)d+Ad 
= -1 +d{2D’+log,n+N’-log,d-D’-1 +A> 
< -1 + d{log,(n/d) + I+ A}, 
since N’< 1. q 
3. Bisecting algorithm 
Let S be a set of n items. Consider the following group testing algorithm: 
Algorithm B. We first define some notation used in the description of algorithm B. 
Q is a queue consisting of contaminated subsets G of S. ) G) denotes the number of 
items in G. For an element G of Q such that 2g-1 < /G( I 2g, {G’, G”} denotes an 
arbitrary disjoint partition of G such that 1 G’J = 2g-1 if 1 GI 2 3 * 2g-2, and [G’l = 
IG/ -2g-2, otherwise. Define IG” = (G/ - JG’I. 
Step 1. Test S. If S is contaminated, then put S into Q, else stop (all items are 
good). 
Step 2. If Q is empty, then stop, else we take the front element G from Q. Test 
G’. Suppose G’ is pure. Then G” must be contaminated. Put G” to the rear of Q. 
Suppose G’ is contaminated, then put G’ to the rear of Q. Test G”. If G” is a con- 
taminated set, then put G” to the rear of Q. Go back to the beginning of Step 2. 
One exception to the above rule is that any contaminated set of size one should not 
be put back to the queue since the single item in the set can be identified as a de- 
fective. 
Note that all elements of Q are contaminated subsets of size at least two. We will 
call them the unidentified contaminated subsets. On the other hand, a contaminated 
subset of size one or a pure subset contains only identified items and does not stay 
in Q. We will call either one an identified subset. While it is not necessary to describe 
algorithm B by the queue structure, we did it this way to make an easy comparison 
with the hybrid algorithm of Section 4. 
We represent algorithm B and its outcomes by a d-restricted rooted binary tree 
T,(B) by establishing a one-to-one mapping between the unidentified contaminated 
subsets with the internal nodes of T,(B), and a one-to-one mapping between the 
identified subsets and the leaves. 
If S is an identified subset after the initial test on S, then T,(B) is empty. Other- 
wise, S is mapped to the root of T,(B). Suppose that a contaminated unidentified 
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subset G is mapped to an internal node u. Then G’ and G”, the two subsets of G, 
are mapped to the left and right son of v in that order. Since each unidentified con- 
taminated subset as well as each identified subset is tested at most once in B, the 
number of tests required by B is at most V(T,(B)) = 21(7”(B)) + 1. From Corollaries 
2.8 and 2.9, we have immediately 
Theorem3.1. M,(n(d)~-1+2d{log~(n/d)+1+max{l+log,(l-~d/n),~)). 
We now compare M&z ) d) with M(n,d). 
Theorem 3.2. M,(n) d)<2.75M(n,d)+5.5 for Osdcn. 
Proof. Suppose 1 > d/n 2 8/21. Then from Lemma 2.2, M(n, d) = n - 1. But M&I 1 d) 
is at most 2n - 1 since T,(B) has at most n leaves. Hence 
MB(n 1 d) % 2M(n, d) + 1. 
It suffices to consider d/n < 8/21. For d = 0, M,(n IO) = 1 = M(n IO). For d = 1, by 
Lemma 2.7, 
M,(n 1 1) = 2Z(T,J + 1 = 2N+ 1 = 2 [log2 ??I + 1 = 2M(n, 1) + 1. 
For dz 2, (log, d)/d achieves its maximum at d = 3. Set I = 0.5 and recall d/n < 
8/21. Then it is easily verified 
1 +logz(l -Ad/n) > A. 
From Theorem 3.1, 
M&n 1 d) < -1 +2d(log,(n/d)+2+log,(l -Ad/n)} 
5 -1+2d 
M(n, d) + 2 log2(1 -e> + lw2 3 
d 
-log,e- 2 - 
6 
> 
+2+log,(l -Ad/n) 
i 
. 
Set ~=8/21. Then d/nse and -(1/2)log,(l -e)+log,(l -Ad/n)<O. Thus 
M,(nId)-c-1+2[{M(n,d)+2}+d{2+(log23)/6-log,e}] 
< -1+2 {M(n,d)+2} 
[ 
d(2 + (log, 3)/6-log, e} (M(n, d) + 2) 
+d{-log2~+log2e+(l/2)log2(l -Q)-0.264) 1 = -1+2{M(n,d)+2) 
2 + (log2 3)/6-log, e 
-log, ,Q + log, e + (l/2) log,( 1 - Q) - 0.264 I ’ 
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which is clearly increasing in Q. Hence 
M,(n ( d) 5 -I + 2{M(n, d) + 2) 
1 
2+0.264-1.442 
1 + 1.3924+1.442-0.346-0.264 1 
< -1+2(M(n,d)+2}(1.37) 
<2.75M(n,d)+5.5. 0 
Corollary 3.3. For d+ 03, there exists a constant ad large enough such that 
M&n 1 d) 5 2.45M(n, d) + ad. 
Proof. (log2 d)/d + 0 as d--f 03. So the competitive constant is 
2 1 I+ 2-log, e 
-log,~+logze+(1/2)log,(l -Q) 
2-1.442 
1 
< 2.45. q 
1.392 + 1.442 - 0.346 
4. A hybrid algorithm 
Note that if we hold d fixed and let n tend to infinity for algorithm B, then 
M&r (4 2dl% n 2 
M(n,d) + dlog,n = ’ 
Hence the question arises whether there exists a competitive algorithm such that the 
above ratio tends to 1. We give such an algorithm in this section. 
It is well known that we can identify a defective from a contaminated n-set 
in [log, n1 tests by a recursive split-and-test procedure. After we identify a defec- 
tive, we test the set of all remaining items. If it is still contaminated, we repeat the 
same procedure. Call this algorithm I. Then 
MI@ / 4 5 d(l + h2 nl> 
<dlog,n+2d. 
Clearly, for d fixed and n -+ 00, 
Ml(njd)+l 
Mb, d) 
as desired. However, I is not a competitive algorithm since for d/nr8/21, 
M,(n 1 d) 1 d(1 +log*n) = (1 +log,n)8n/21 2 8(1 +log,n)M(n,d)/21. 
We will call the 1 + [log2 n1 tests to identify a defective from a contaminated n-set 
and to test the remaining items Z-tests. We will call the two tests applied to the two 
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subsets of a contaminated set B-tests. Note that Z-tests and B-tests extract the 
essences of algorithms Z and B, respectively. We now combine Z-tests and B-tests 
to propose a new algorithm C. 
Algorithm C. Algorithm C differs from B by always identifying 2’-’ defectives at 
level 1 by Z-tests as long as lr [log, en1 - 1 and there are enough defectives left, 
where 0 <e < 1 is a predetermined constant. Once I= rlog, en], we will identify 
only that many more defectives uch that the sum of identified defectives and con- 
taminated subsets of sizes at least two reaches Ten). Then we convert to one-by-one 
testing for all remaining unidentified items. The algorithm starts by testing S. At 
the start of level I, we take the front element G and apply the Z-tests to identify at 
most 2’-’ defectives. Suppose that G contains g defectives. If g>2’-‘, we identify 
2’-’ defectives from G and are left with a contaminated set G which we insert to 
the rear of Q. If gs2’-’ then we identify g defectives from G and the whole G’ is 
gone. Let r=2’-l-g. If r is positive, we do the same to identify at most r defec- 
tives from the now front element ZZ. Proceed like this until 2l-l defectives have 
been identified. We then bisect all elements of Q whose sizes exceed 2N-‘-1. We 
enter level I+ I where every element of Q is of size at most 3N-‘-‘. Algorithm C 
ends when either Q becomes empty or the sum of the number of defectives identified 
and IQ\ reaches en. We then test all items in Q one by one. 
Theorem 4.1. 
M&n 1 d) < 
d{log2(n/d)+5.5)+4, for O<d<pz, 
2n + 8/e, for n>dzen. 
Proof. First consider O<d<pz. The number of Z-tests is at most 
D-l 
,& 2’-‘(A’-Z+l)+(d-2D-‘+1)(N-D+1) 
=(2°-1-1)(N-D+3)-d+1+(d-2D-1+1)(A’-D+1) 
= d(N-D+1)+2D-2. 
We next count the number of B-tests. For -log,(l - 2-7 >N’r -logz(l - 2V-‘) 
the number of B-tests at level I= 0, 1, . . . ,D - 2 is at most 
2(2’- 2’9, 
since by Corollary 2.6 there are at most 2i-2’-u nodes with weights exceeding 
2N-‘-1 and each such node requires two B-tests. The number of B-tests at level 
D-l is 
min{2(2D-1- 2D-1-d),2(d-2D-2+1)}. 
The second term is obtained from the fact that 20p2- 1 defectives have been iden- 
tified before level D - 2. Finally, the number of B-tests at level D is 
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min{2(2°-20-a),2(d-20-‘+1)} = 2d-2D+2 
except when d = 2O and a = 1, then the minimum is one less. 
Combining the above, the total number of B-tests is at most 
2D-2D-a+min{2D-2D-a,2d-2D-1+2}+2d-2D+2. 
Thus 
Mc(n 14 5 minLfdi1, 
where 
and 
fi = d(N-D+1)+2D-2+2D-20-a+1+2d-2 
=d(N-D+3)+2D+1-2D-a+1, 
We now derive upper bounds for fl and f2, 
f, = d(log,(n/d)+N’-D’+3+2D’+‘-2D’-a+’) 
I d(log,(n/d) -log2(1 -2-a-1)-D’+ 3 +2O’+l -2D’-t+1) 
I d(log,(n/d) + 6), 
since the maximum occurs at D’= 1 and a taking its maximum value. 
fi = d(log,(n/d)+N’-D’+5+2D’-‘-2D’-a)+4 
5 d(log,(n/d) - logz(l - 2-@- ‘) -D’+ 5 + 2D’-1 - 2D’-a) + 4 
I d(log,(n/d) -f 5.5) + 4, 
since the maximum occurs at D’=O and a taking its maximum value. Then 
M$ ( d) 5 min{fiJJ 
sd(log,(n (d)+5.5)+4. 
Next consider n>dr&z. Define R = [log, en]. Again, for each level I= 1, . . . , R - 1, 
2’-’ defectives are identified with N- I + 2 tests for each defective. This adds up to 
a total of 2R-1 - 1 defectives identified. At level R as soon as we identify [eni - 
2R-1 + I- s defectives, we convert to a one-by-one testing for the remaining items, 
where s is the number of contaminated subsets at level 1 right before the conversion. 
Note that each such contaminated subset contains at most 2N-R items. The subset 
which produces the last identified defective can have at most 2N-R - 1 unidentified 
items. Thus the number of unidentified items is at most 
(.9+1)2+(-L 
The number of tests at level R is at most 
(rQnl-2R-1+1-S)(N-R+2)+(S+1)2N-R-l. 
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It is easily verified that this number is increasing in s, and the maximum realized 
at S= renj -2R-1+2 is 
Hence 
(Ten1 -2R-I+ 2)2~-R. 
R-l 
kfctn 1 d) = c 2’-w-l+2)+(renl -2R-1+2)2~-R 
I=1 
< (2R-l -1)(N-R+4)-R+l+(~n-2~-~+3)2~-~ 
< (en + 4)2N-R 
= (en + 4)2r-hel 
Corollary 4.2. For d fixed and n --t 03, 
Theorem 4.3. M&I ( d) < 3.75M(n, d) + 11.5. 
Proof. Set ~=8/21. For O<d<en, 
Mc(n ( d) < d{Iog,(n/d) + 5.5>+ 4 
Id 
t 
M(n, d) + 2 
d 
= {M(n, d) + 2) 
5.5-log2e+(1/2)log2(l-~)+(log~3)/6 
log,(n/d) + log, e - (l/2) log2( 1 - Q) - (log, 3)/6 3 
+4 
I {M(n,d)+2} 1+ 
5.5-1.442+0.346+0.264 
1.392+1.442-0.346-0.264 I 
+4 
For n>d>p, 
5 3.75M(n,d)+11.5. 
&(n 1 d) 5 n < 3.75M(n,d)+11.5 for ~~511; 
M&n 1 d) < 2n + 8/e 
= 2n+21 
= 2M(n, d) + 23 
< 3.75M(n,d)+11.5 for nr8. q 
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Corollary 4.4. For d -+ 03, there exists a constant ad large enough such that 
kfC(n ) d) I 3.35M(n, d) + ad. 
Proof. The competitive constant is 
5.5 - 1.442 + 0.346 
l+ = 3.35. 0 
1.392 + 1.442 - 0.346 
5. Discussions 
A number of papers [l-8,12] have appeared studying group testing algorithms 
for a fixed d. Our algorithm C has a special interest in this case. Theorem 3.2 tells 
us that for a fixed d, algorithm C is not very far from the optimal. Although algo- 
rithm C has a smaller competitive constant for small d, we have not been able to 
improve the competitive constant globally. Does there exist a competitive algorithm 
with a competitive constant not exceeding 2? We guess that the answer is yes. In 
fact, we believe that there exists a bisecting algorithm A such that for n >dr 1, 
MA (n, d) I 2M(n, d) + 1. Another interesting problem is about the maximum lower 
bound for possible competitive constants. In fact, we do not know any such lower 
bound bigger than one. 
We can also measure the performance of a group testing algorithm A by looking 
at the expected number of tests. Roy [ 111 studied a variation B’ of algorithm B in 
which n is always bisected evenly. For easier analysis he only considered n = 2N. 
Thus B’=B. For d= 1,2,3 he obtained 
E&r ( 1) = 2N, 
E&I 12) = 4N, 
E&n ) 3) = 9N. 
He also did an asymptotic analysis for 41d< 8, which showed roughly 
E&n ) d) = d2N. 
However, Theorem 3.1 shows that 
E,(n ) d) s MB(n ) d) I 2dN for dr4. 
Hwang [5] studied a group testing model in which the known parameter is the 
average number of defectives. He gave an asymptotically optimal algorithm for that 
model. However, that algorithm is not competitive for arbitrary d. 
For interchangeable items, E(n, d) 5 log2($) and E(n, d) has the same order of 
magnitude as M(n, d). Thus E&n 1 d)sM,(n ( d) implies Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 are 
applicable to expected number of tests with the same competitive constants. Since 
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the two theorems hold for every d, they hold for arbitrary probability distributions 
as long as the items are interchangeable. Namely, regardless of what probability 
distributions the defectives observe, as long as the defectives are randomly oriented, 
we can use the same algorithms B and C and achieve competitiveness with constants 
2.75 and 3.75. 
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